Cellularity loss and Dilman's problem: an in silico study.
We assume that prolonged trends of increasing concentration of hormones could be a consequence of deterioration of functioning of glands producing inhibitors of their synthesis. Such deterioration would result from loss of cellularity of the glands. Experiments in silico carried out using the model at http://www.winmobile.biz/monstr/ show that, in principle, the diversity of hormonal effects that accompany phenoptosis of multicellular organisms can be provided with a simple "software mechanism". This mechanism is based on the gradual loss of cellularity as a result of continuous run of apoptosis in some cells of the glands due to natural fluctuations in levels of intracellular inducers of apoptosis. The main practical sense of our work lies in the illustration of the fact that substances inhibiting cellularity loss can theoretically be effective suppressors of hormonal changes characteristic for aging.